**Refereed Journal Articles 2018**


**Refereed Journal Articles 2017**


**Refereed Journal Articles 2016**


**Refereed Journal Articles 2015**


**Refereed Journal Articles 2014**


**Refereed Journal Articles 2013**


**Books/Book Chapters 2018**


**Books/Book Chapters 2017**


**Books/Book Chapters 2016**


**Books/Book Chapters 2015**


Books/Book Chapters 2014


Books/Book Chapters 2013


Refereed Proceedings 2018


International Conference of the Sustainable Consumption Research and Action Initiative (SCORAI). Online publication: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5L61s7LfvFNQXBsSVNvdjgteGhRQjlmVUx6S2J TcmZkMUow/view


Refereed Proceedings 2017


Refereed Proceedings 2015

Symposium on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (ISSHBE). Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, PA.


**Day, J.** (2015, March). Barriers to energy efficient behaviors in high performance office buildings. Interior design educators council (IDEC) annual conference, Dallas, TX. Abstract accepted for presentation


**Refereed Proceedings 2014**

**Day, J.** (2014, March). Occupant education for energy efficiency: An interdisciplinary perspective. Interior design educators council (IDEC) annual conference, New Orleans, LA. (abstract accepted and published, but unable to present)


**Kaup, M. L. & Doll, G.** (2014). Exploring the role of interior design as a support for


**Refereed Proceedings 2013**


Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2018


**Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2017**


Poster presented at the 21st IAGG World Congress of Gerontology and Geriatrics. San Francisco, CA.


Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2016


**Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2015**


Day, J. (2015, August 06). Occupant Cx: Learning from Occupants to Improve Building Designs. Delivered to the Energy Trust of Oregon Allies for Efficiency in Portland, OR (also broadcast via webinar to 5 additional sites). 2.5 hour training. 184 attendees (this is the highest number of attendees they have ever had at the event). [http://energytrust.org/trade-ally/updates-and-events/calendar/event-detail.aspx?eventid=1758&eventdateid=7131](http://energytrust.org/trade-ally/updates-and-events/calendar/event-detail.aspx?eventid=1758&eventdateid=7131)


Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2014


Pasons, J., Haar, S., Orhn-McDaniel, L., McClean, T., Parillo-Chapman, L., & Sun, S.


presented at the annual meeting of the American Association of Family and Consumer Science, St. Louis, MO.


Refereed Paper and Poster Presentations 2013


Juried Exhibitions 2018


Juried Exhibitions 2017


Juried Exhibitions 2016


Juried Exhibitions 2015

Doty, K. & (Haar, S., faculty mentor). (2015, November) Sunrise in the Orchard. Naturally dyed, handwoven and sustainable fashion completed as part of MS degree with Haar as major professor.


Juried Exhibitions 2014


Juried Exhibitions 2013


Monfort-Nelson, E. (Graduate student designer), & Haar, S. (Faculty mentor). (2013, October) Memory Marks [Textile design]. International Textile and Apparel Association Design Exhibition, New Orleans, LA.


External Competitive Grants/External Sponsored Research Contracts 2018


Day, J. Knoxville, TN - funded by National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Coordination Network (RCN) on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (SHBE), November 2015. $900.

Day, J. Pittsburgh, PA - funded by National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Coordination Network (RCN) on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (SHBE), October 2015. $600.

Day, J. Portland, OR - funded by Energy Trust of Oregon, August 2015. $2600.

Day, J. Knoxville, TN - funded by National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Coordination Network (RCN) on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (SHBE), August 2015. $700.

Day, J. Berkeley, CA - funded by National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Coordination Network (RCN) on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (SHBE), March 2015. $900.


evaluation. Kansas Department on Aging and Disability Services, $444,642.

External Competitive Grants/External Sponsored Research Contracts 2013


Internal Competitive Grants 2017


Internal Competitive Grants 2016

Kim, J. Nonwoven antibacterial patch for local wound treatment, CHE Sponsored Research Overhead Awards (SRO), Kansas State University ($5,000)

Kim, J., S-O. Choi, Breathable omniphobic nanoweb fabrication via electrospinning and plasma process, University Small Research Grant (USRG) sponsored by the Kansas State University, Participation period Dec 1, 2015-Nov 30, 2016 (2015). $5,000.

Kim, J., J. Jang, Environmental and economic impacts made by the reduced maintenance needs for selfcleaning table cloths in the hotel restaurant context, College of Human Ecology Sponsored Research Overhead Awards (CHE-SRO), Kansas State University, Participation period July 1, 2015-June 30, 2016 (2015). $4,600.

Kim, J. (2015) Award Received for an International Incentive Grant sponsored by the Office of International Programs at Kansas State University: “Research collaboration with Seoul National University (SNU, Korea) and partnership building with universities in China.” $2,310.
Kim, J., Quantitative method development for assessing functional sustainability of self-cleaning textiles, University Small Research Grant (USRG) sponsored by the Kansas State University, Participation period Jan 1, 2015-Dec 1, 2015 (2015). $1,000.


Kim, J., S-O. Choi (2015, November) Breathable omniphobic nanoweb fabrication via electrospinning and plasma process, University Small Research Grant (USRG) sponsored by the Kansas State University, Participation period Nov 1, 2015-Nov 30, 2016 $5,000.

Kim, H., & Dudek, M. (2015) Award Received for an International Incentive Grant sponsored by the Office of International Programs at Kansas State University: “Support to develop collaborative intersession class with Korean University.” $4,000.

Kim, J. & Jang, J. Award Received for College of Human Ecology SRO: “Environmental and economic impacts made by the reduced maintenance needs for self-cleaning table cloths in the hotel restaurant context.” $4,600.

Kim, J. (2015) Award Received for the University Small Research Grant (USRG), sponsored by the Kansas State University: “Quantitative method development for assessing functional sustainability of self-cleaning textiles.” $1,000.

Internal Competitive Grants 2014

Anderson, B. G. Selected to attend HERS (Denver) (Summer 2014), Kansas State University support $4,500 and College of Human Ecology support $2,000 for total of $6,500.

Day, J. Award Received for the ADVANCE Distinguished Lecture Series (ADLS), sponsored by the Office for the Advancement of Women in Science and Engineering (KAWSE).— Speaker: Lisa Heschong, TRC Energy Services $1,200.

Kim, J. Invitation of Professor Stephen Michielsen at North Carolina State University, May 7-8, 2015, ADVANCE Distinguished Lecture Series (ADLS) Award sponsored by the Office for the K-State Advancement of Women in Science and Engineering (KAWSE), Kansas State University (2014). $1,200.

Internal Competitive Grants 2013


Kaup, M.L. (2013). Faculty Development Award (out of cycle) for international presentation at that Chinese Congress on Gerontology and Health Industry, Suzhou China $500.00.

Kozar, J. M. (2013). Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, President’s Faculty Development Award to travel to Melbourne, Australia, to present at the Academy of

Faculty Honors and Awards 2017

Hiller Connell, K. Myers-Alford Teaching Award, College of Human Ecology, Kansas State University.

Kim, J. (2017). 2017 3M Non-Tenured Faculty Award. $15,000.


Faculty Honors and Awards 2016

Anderson, Barbara in her second year as a Director, was elected to the office of Vice President for Fundraising of the Interior Design Educators, Foundation, Inc.


Day, J., & Irwin, B. (2016). Received Dean Barbara Stowe Award from the College of Human Ecology, $8,173.00 total (including department matches).

Kim, Jooyoun has been selected to receive the 2016 3M Non-Tenured Faculty Award. Kim is an assistant professor in the apparel, textiles, and interior design department in the College of Human Ecology.

This award is administered by 3M’s Research and Development Community in partnership with 3Mgives. This highly competitive award recognizes outstanding new faculty who are nominated by 3M researchers and selected based on the faculty member's research, experience and academic leadership. The purpose of the award is to help the selected faculty member achieve tenure, remain in teaching and conducting research. In addition to the honor, the award provides $15,000 per year to support Kim's research.

Orthel, Bryan was elected to a 6-year term as Director on the Board of the Interior Design Educators Foundation, Inc.

Faculty Honors and Awards 2015


Day, J. Received a travel stipend from NSF to present at workshop for ASME National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Coordination Network (RCN) on Sustainable Human-Building Ecosystems (SHBE).
**Dudek, Mike & Kim, Hyung-Chan:** Received the 2015 Dean Barbara S. Stowe Endowed Faculty Development Fund Award. “An effort to develop new, and continue existing collaborative, multi-cultural design studio projects with Korean University partners”.

The Office of Assessment recognized the **Interior Design** program’s outstanding achievements in student learning outcomes assessment as demonstrated through strategies applied in ID651 Design for Supportive Environments, taught by **Migette Kaup**. This recognition was for outstanding work developing and implementing assessment measures that reflect and/or are adapted from the AAC&U Rubrics. Brian Niehoff, Associate Provost for Institutional Effectiveness, and Provost April Mason presented the award as recognition of this achievement during The Assessment Showcase event on Thursday, April 23 in the Hemisphere Room at Hale Library. Dr. Kaup shared a short statement of the program’s experience with designing and using the rubrics as a way for others to learn from your successes with these measures of student learning.

**Kaup, M. L.** Received the College of Human Ecology–Kansas State University, Faculty Research Excellence Award

**Kaup, M. L.** Promoted to Professor (2015).

**Faculty Honors and Awards 2014**


**Anderson, B. G.** (2014, March 8). Received a 2014 merit award for service to the Interior Design Educators Council.


**Hiller Connell, K. Y.,** Received the 2014 College of Human Ecology Excellence in Research Award.

**Hiller Connell, K. Y.,** (2014). Received tenure and promotion to associate professor.


**Kaup, M.** (2014, March 8). Received a 2014 merit award for service to the Interior Design Educators Council.

**Kaup, Migette** (2014), Associate Professor in Interior Design achieves EDAC recognition. EDAC (evidence-based design and accreditation) is an internationally recognized program that awards certification to individuals who demonstrate an understanding of the application of evidence-based design in the design, construction, renovation, expansion and replacement of healthcare facilities.

**Kim, Hyung-Chan** (2014). Received tenure and promotion to associate professor.
LeHew, M. L. A. (2014). Great Plains Interactive Distance Education Alliance (GPIDEA) – Great IDEA Award for Assessment.


Faculty Honors and Awards 2013


Hiller Connell, K. Y., (2013). Selected as a Highly Commended Award winner for the Lierati Network Awards for Excellence for a publication. The citation for the publication is:


Kaup, Migette., (2013) University Distinguished Faculty Award for Mentoring of Undergraduate Students in Research at Kansas State University - Nomination 2013

Dr. McCullough, Elizabeth, Emeritus Professor of ATID and Co-Director of the Institute for Environmental Research, (2013, April 19). Received the Award of Distinction from the Ohio State University Alumni Association.

Student Scholarship, Honors, and Awards 2018


Lenox, Sydney (2018, July). Third Place Apparel Design. Attended Alpaca Owners Association conference to present design to judges. Work was completed in AT400 Fashion Illustration instructed by Dr. Sherry Haar. Lebanon, TN.


Stout, A., Pingel, B., & Leek, A. (2018). Third-year students in interior design took second place in the national Interior Design Educators Council video competition. The team created a three-minute video centered on the aging population. Migette Kaup was faculty advisor for the project.

Verzino, Meredith (2018). Senior in interior design, along with four other students from different universities, won the 2018 People’s Choice Award for a project that was presented at an international conference in June.

Wallace, B., Sanders, E., Zarina Domingo, M., & Yang, Y., (2018). Undergraduate students in apparel and textiles won the EFI/Opitex Student Award for Best Use of Opitex, a computer program for digital design of apparel products.

Student Scholarship, Honors, and Awards 2017

Zayas, Allison (2017, July). First Place Apparel Design. Attended Alpaca Owners Association’s Fleece Conference Design Competition. There were 76 entries and 20 schools that participated in the competition. Other students placing were Yiya Wang, sophomore took 11th place, MacKenzie Larkin, sophomore took 14th place, and Xiwen Wei, sophomore took 18th place. Work was completed in AT400 Fashion Illustration instructed by Dr. Sherry Haar. Arlington, VA.


**Student Scholarship, Honors and Awards 2016**

Frese, Annabelle, junior in apparel and textiles, took 1st place in the fashion design category at the 2016 Alpaca Owner's Association Fleece Conference Design Competition in Arlington, VA. There were 90 entries and 40 schools that participated in the competition. Other students placing were Emily Andrews, junior took 5th place, Karsen Overton, junior took 6th place and Allyson Woodard, junior took 7th place. Work was completed in AT400 Fashion Illustration instructed by Dr. Sherry Haar.


Yuan, Yue (2016) received Science Communication Fellowship at Sunset Zoo.


**Student Scholarship, Honors and Awards 2015**

Alzahrani, S. (Faculty advisor Kozar, J.M.). placed second in the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Education Poster Session as part of the spring 2015 K-State Research Forum.

Bruce, Courtney an interior design student from Overland Park, KS, in the College of Human Ecology was a member of the winning team in the 2015 “Design Wars” sponsored by the Mid-America Chapter of the International Interior Design Association (IIDA). This September 18th event was open to sophomore, junior and senior interior design students currently enrolled in an interior design degree program at the university level in the Midwest region. Students from different programs were assigned to teams, and the competition challenged the teams to develop a creative design for an existing interior space in downtown Kansas City. Each team had three hours to produce a spatial design, select finishes, and create a presentation of their concept. The teams presented their designs to a panel of prominent industry leaders. Other members of the winning team who shared in the $2,000 prize included Erin Heiden, Graduate Student in Interior Architecture & Product Design, Kansas State University, Jessica Menge, Senior, University of Central Missouri Interior Design, and Maria Stevenson, Junior, Park University Interior Design. The team’s winning solution was a restaurant that placed the bar and butcher's shop in the front of the space so that it would be seen by pedestrians passing on two streets. High visual access was a key concept to encourage patronage during the evening hours. The team used a variety of materials, colors, and textures to showcase the products in the butcher shop and to foster a connection between the inside of the space and the nightlife of the streetscape. Courtney Bruce, K-State Interior Design student noted, “I really enjoyed the opportunity to work with other students in different programs because it is fun to see how other people worked and the ideas they had.” The judges were impressed by the team’s space planning, use of perspective drawings to communicate the details of design ideas, and the incorporation of a cohesive concept.
Doty, K. (Faculty mentor Haar, S.). (2015, November). *Catalpa Leaves*. Natural dye design exhibited at the annual meeting of the International Textile and Apparel Association, Santa Fe, NM.

Doty, K. (Faculty mentor Haar, S.). (2015, November). *Sunrise in the Orchard*. Natural dye design exhibited at the annual meeting of the International Textile and Apparel Association, Santa Fe, NM.


Islam, Md. Imranul (Faculty Advisor LeHew, M.). placed first in the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Education Oral Presentation Session as part of the spring 2015 K-State Research Forum.

Islam, Md. Imranul (Ph.D. student in Apparel and Textiles) received a Kappa Omicron Nu Research Fellowship.


Knox, Rachel a 4th year interior design student from Shawnee, Kansas won a $1000 scholarship by entering the International Interior Design Association (IIDA) Wilsonart Essay Competition. Rachel will be graduating this May with a Bachelor of Science in Interior Design and a secondary major in Gerontology. In her winning essay she shares her experience at Atlas Carpet for the IIDA Student Mentoring Week. "With my brain buzzing, shirt tucked, and my right palm embarrassingly covered in green permanent marker from my late night design studio project, I left the house to meet my busy mentor for the day. In the passenger seat, my mother’s black leather portfolio sat with scribbled questions such as 'why do you love this job?' and 'what drew you to this industry?'"

Read more: http://www.iida.org/content.cfm/wilsonart-student-education-fund


Reiter, L. (Faculty advisor Hiller Connel, K.Y.). Placed second in the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Education Oral Presentation Session as part of the spring 2015 K-State Research Forum.

Simon, Aaron, junior in apparel and textiles, took top honors in three categories at the recent Alpaca Owners Association competition in Denver. He placed first in design competition, received the Judge's Choice award and was awarded Best
Essay. **Virginia Davis**, also an apparel and textiles junior in the apparel, textiles and interior design department in the College of Human Ecology, placed third out of 76 fashion entries in the design competition. Other students placing were **Maggie Stuart**, ninth; **Schyler Slaven**, 11th; **Molly Fitzpatrick**, 13th; **Emily Sanders**, 23rd; **Brooke Wallace**, 26th; and **Doyun "Lydia" Lee**, 33rd.

**Smith, Alyssa** a spring 2015 graduate in interior design, was a member of the first-place team in student design competition sponsored by the International Interior Design Association.

**Smith, Alyssa** a May 2015 interior design graduate from Powell, Wyoming was a member of the winning team of the 4th Annual IIDA Student Design Charette at NeoCon that took place on Tuesday, June 16, 2015. The event featured 12 teams made up of IIDA Student Members solving a design challenge within 6 hours. The charrette involved the redesign an atrium area on the 8th floor of the Chicago Merchandise Mart into an area with a lounge, private work space, semi-private work space, open work space, and a micro bistro that would serve as guest check in. Teams also had to brand the space and create a way to direct the public up to the space from the main level. The newly designed space had to propose a solutions that would accommodate up to 100 people. Each team was provided with a collection of furniture pieces from the sponsors of the competition, and pen and ink media to manually develop a final presentation. Teams then had 5 minutes to present their design ideas to a panel of respected judges from the Interior Design industry. Other IIDA student members of this winning team represented Academy of Art University, San Francisco, Colorado State University, University of Missouri, and Harrington College of Design, Chicago. To read more about the competition visit: [http://www.iida.org/content.cfm/student-design-charette](http://www.iida.org/content.cfm/student-design-charette)

**Stone, Melea** a 4th year interior design student from Topeka, Kansas won $1500 by applying for International Furnishings and Design Association (IFDA) Leaders Commemorative Scholarship. Melea will be graduating May 2016 with a Bachelor of Science in Interior Design. The IFDA scholarship is awarded to a full-time student who has completed a minimum of four design courses in a post-secondary interior design or closely related program. Melea’s winning application included a 200-400 word essay explaining her long and short term goals, special interests, volunteer/community service, and what inspired her to pursue a professional career in interior design. In addition, she submitted two to three examples of design work, a letter of recommendation from a professor, and provided a list of her leadership activities. To learn more about this opportunity visit [http://www.ifdaef.org/student-scholarships](http://www.ifdaef.org/student-scholarships).

**Student Scholarship, Honors and Awards 2014**

**Al-Zahrani, S.** (Faculty advisor **Kozar, J.M.**). (2014, October). Received the College of Human Ecology Doctoral Dissertation Research Award ($1,200).

**Champagne, Kaylee and Wilson, Emma** (2014, October) Won the second annual Mid-America chapter of IIDA Student Design Wars ($2,000). The event was held on October 17, 2014 at Trozzolo Communications Group in Kansas City, Missouri. The “Design Wars” challenged students to create innovative designs for existing spaces in downtown Kansas City. Each team had 2.5 hours to complete a floor plan, provide concept images, put together a presentation and then pitch their solutions to a panel of influential industry leaders. This event was open to sophomore, junior and senior
interior design students currently enrolled in an interior design degree program at the university level.

**Connor, Brenna** (Faculty Advisor, **Haar, S.**) (2014, February). Big adventures. Design board awarded 5th Place by the Alpaca Owner’s and Breeder’s Association student design competition


**Gasser, S.** (2014) senior interior design student from Shawnee, KS has been recognized by Steelcase® for her design and critical thinking skills for her project submission and presentation as part of the NEXT, Student Design Competition.

**Gasser, S.** (2014) was awarded the College of Human Ecology Student of the Month. Sara is a senior majoring in Interior Design. She was chosen because of her involvement in Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, as well as a student ambassador and a member of iDesign.


**L’Ecuyer, Hillary** (Faculty Advisor, **Kaup, M. L.**) (2014, March). The adaptive reuse of rural schools and the effects on community and quality of life. Presented at the K-State Research Forum.

Koopman, Madison (Faculty Advisor, Haar, S.) (2014, February). Ahead of the herd. Essay awarded First Place and $500 by the Alpaca Owner’s and Breeder’s Association student design competition.

Kutner, Foster, (Faculty mentors Day, J. and Kim, H.). (2014). senior interior design student from Greenwood Village, CO was one of five students recognized with an Honorable Mention in the 2014 NEXT student design competition sponsored by Steelcase Inc. it is a remarkable recognition for the ID program. Last year, the competition recognized another of our students as one of the five finalists. The ID program has been recognized in two consecutive years among the top-ten awards from the NEXT Student Design Competition.

Reiter, L. (2014) was selected by ITAA faculty members as 1 of 2 finalists for the 2014 ITAA Graduate Student Liaison – a Council position. She was not ultimately selected as the Liaison.

Reiter, L. (PhD student in AT) received a Kappa Omicron Nu scholarship.

Student Scholarship, Honors and Awards 2013


Gasser, S. (2013). Finalist in the NEXT, Student Design Competition. Sponsored by Steelcase® the “NEXT” student design competition challenged Interior Design students from CIDA accredited programs to respond to the fundamental shifts that are impacting work, workers, and the workplace. Five finalists were selected from the 60 submissions. Sara Gasser, senior ID student from K-State was one of these finalists. Sara was flown to Grand Rapids, MI for an all-expense paid, three-day visit in January where she presented her project in person to a jury of five interior design and office planning professionals as well as the executive leadership of Steelcase®.


